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The Analytics Series
Analytical tools can seem scary at first glance. Some of us can have an aversion to numbers
and percentages displayed on these platforms and their jargon doesn’t always make sense.
But it is worth taking the plunge. Because when you delve in you will find lots of information
that will help your develop your relationship with your audiences.
Audience demographics is the information that most organisations in Northern Ireland know
how to get their hands on and use on a regular basis to guide their activities. And there is no
doubt that knowing the age and gender of your audiences is useful, particularly if you are
trying to build personas. But what it won’t give you is the insights you need to develop a
strong relationship.
Think about your own personal relationships. When you know someone, it is not their age or
where they live, but also about what they like and dislike, how they live their lives and how
they spend their spare time. These elements are the key to your success. If you show your
audience that you know them and have included them within your programme, marketing
content, ticketing strategy, they will feel seen and heard. Feeling seen and heard often equals
reciprocity, appreciation and loyalty. Isn’t that what we all want?
We created the Analytics Series to help you find out these little details about your audience,
with the tools you already have. We’re all lucky that the platforms we use all come up with
free, built-in analytics and insights. We then only need to make some time to look at them
and know how to read them. Like with exercise or arts, it takes time to perfect your craft and
for it to become a habit. But it’s all incredibly worth it!
In this third toolkit, we’re looking at Facebook insights, what they are, which ones are useful
to track and why, events insights and tips for ads and sponsored posts. We hope it will help!
You can download other toolkits from the Analytics Series: Google Analytics and Twitter.
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What are Facebook Insights?
To access your professional Facebook pages insights, you only need to click ‘More’ in the top
menu and then click on ‘Insights’. Once there, there is a lot of information within your reach
and it can be quite confusing. Our first instinct is to look at all the different metrics and record
each of them on a regular basis. However, all of it is not necessarily useful. A lot of these
metrics are estimated and therefore, not entirely accurate.
The current insights as they stand cover: followers, fans and people reached (your fans are
the people who like your page), likes, reach, page views, previews, actions on page, posts,
videos, stories, messages, orders (if you’re selling products through your Facebook page),
sponsored posts and ads, and finally, events.
It is a lot to get your head around, but this toolkit was made to guide you through the noise
and to focus on the data you really need.

What should you track and why?
Overall page performance
The first thing is to regularly check how your page is doing over a certain
period of time. ‘Overview’ – the first in the Insights menu – is where you’ll
find this data. You can select the time period you’d like to review at the top.
It can only be set as today, yesterday, the last 7 days and the last 28 days and
unfortunately, it is not possible to select specific dates. It is important to be
on time when collecting data for your report.
The must-be-looked-at item in this section is posts engagement as it tells you
how much your audience is interested in your content, but other features
such as page views, likes and followers, and reach can be useful too. The
numbers are how you scored over the chosen period and the red and green
percentages tell you how you’ve been performing in comparison to the day,
week or month before.

Post content performance
Under ‘Posts’, you will find out how each of your posts is performing. It is a
more in-depth analysis of your overall posts engagement score. The
platform tracks reach, post clicks, reactions, comments and shares for each
piece of content. Our tip? Enter the performance of each post into a
spreadsheet and your best performing content will strike your eye right
away. Over time, you’ll also be able to notice trends.
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In ‘Posts’, you can also discover
when your fans are online and
therefore, when they’re the most
likely to engage with your content.
Although it is approximate, it can
guide your posts scheduling for a
more appropriate time. Try it and
see for yourself if it works for your
organisation.

You will also be able to find
out what type of posts
your audience is more
into. Is it images? Links?
Videos? This section will
show you average reach
and engagement for each
type.

If videos are the type of content you share on your page, video insights will
come in handy. However, only two metrics are really useful: average watch
time and audience retention. The former tells you how long your audience
watches your video before dropping off and the latter when exactly they
are dropping off and how many of them are at specific points. Your videos
length should not be too long (up to 90 seconds) and your average watch
time should be around 10 seconds but the longer, the better. If it is less than
10 seconds, use the audience retention feature to understand when and
why your audience is not interested anymore, and refine your video content
based on that.

Events
Events insights offer audience demographics and performance metrics:
reach, responses and ticket clicks for each event. Ticket clicks are the most
important as it tells you how many people bought their tickets via your
Facebook event and how well the platform is doing in comparison to your
other ticket channels.
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Other insights that can be useful depending on your objectives
The ‘actions on page’ tab shows what people did on your page and what
features they clicked on. There are only 4 actions available but they are
useful ones: get direction clicks, website clicks, phone number clicks and
action button clicks. The action button is the big blue button at the top of
your page.
If you use the Stories feature or have your Instagram account linked to your
Facebook page, you’ll want to know how these are performing. The Stories
insight will show you the level of engagement but also what type of
audience is watching your content.

Your responsiveness to
messages is important as
the quicker you’re at it, the
more
Facebook
will
highlight this quality on
your page. So make sure
you reply to every query in
a timely manner.

The ‘people’ tab is all about
your Facebook audience
demographics: people who
like your page but also the
ones who follow you and the
ones you reached. Gender,
age, location and language all
in one page.

Branded content is where you will find out when a verified page (the ones
with a blue tick) mentions your page. Those posts will appear in this tab with
the same metrics as your own posts (reach, post clicks and reactions).

If you run a Local Business page, the ‘Local’ tab will show you information
about the foot traffic near your location, audience demographics and the
percentage of people in your area who saw your Facebook ads.
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Ads and sponsored posts
Paid advertising on Facebook can be hit or miss if not used on a regular basis. With Facebook
it’s all about consistency. The advantage is that it is usually cheap and easy to use. Sponsored
posts can be invaluable if set up right. The first thing you need is a strategy with clear
objectives. What do you want to achieve with boosted posts?
To measure success, we often, mistakenly, look for impressions and reach but if your
audience is not taking any action, there is no real impact.

Facebook ads should run for a long period of time rather than only a few
days. The longer it stays up, the more chances it has to lead to clicks. It also
allows Facebook to collect more data about the people interested in your
content so your next campaign will be more focused. For this reason, the
length of the campaign is more important than the amount of money you
spend.
Copy and visuals variations are needed for a campaign to work. If you want
to promote your next show and want to boost ticket sales, create 2 or 3 ads
with different content. At the end of the campaign, you will clearly see what
type of content works better with your audiences.
Don’t forget to check
Google Analytics and
notice the conversion
rate. This is where you will
see the impact.

A broader target audience is
more effective than a very
specific one.

Similarly to other insights on
Facebook, ads insights cover
reach, likes, post engagement and
link clicks.
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Download our
Google Analytics
toolkit on our
website

